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The ancient climate in the eighteenth

and early nineteenth century

THEODORE S. FELDMAN

This paper has two parts. The second and principal part offers an illustra
tion of the rise of historical thinking about climate. The Enlightenment and
early nineteenth-century literature on climates is considerable. For my illus
tration 1 have chosen from this literature the debate over the ancient Biblical
and Roman climate and over climatic change since ancient times. (I will use
'ancient' in this article for the Biblical and Roman period and 'very ancient'
or 'geological' for the much earlier periods involved in palaeobotanical and
geological speculations.) By way of introduction, the first part of the paper
will clarify what is intended by 'the rise of historical thinking' and will
sketch the several contexts and meanings of 'climate' in the Enlightenment.

1. 'HISTORY' AND 'CLIMATE' IN THE ENLIGHTENMENT

Let me begin with 'the rise of historical thinking'. It is well known that a
properly historical mode of thought, or 'historicism' as it is also called,
appeared in the late eighteenth century not only in the discipline of history
itself but in many areas of the sciences, including geology, biology, and even
physics. I 1 have borrowed a characterisation of historical thinking, especially

I I will note here only a few of the numerous relevant studies. For history see Friedrich
Meinecke, The rise of historism (tr. J. E. Anderson), New York, 1972; and Peter H. Reill, The
German Enlightenment and the rise of historicism, Berkeley, Los Angeles and London, 1975;
for geology Francis C. Haber, The age of the world: Moses to Darwin, Baltimore, t959; D. R.
Oldroyd, 'Historicism and the rise of historical geology', History of science, (1979) 17, pp. t9t
213,227-257; Rachel Laudan, From mineralogy to geology: The foundations ofa science, [650
[830, Chicago and London, 1987; for biology, Philip R. Sloan, 'Buffon, German biology, and
the historical interpretation of biological species', British journal for the history of science, (t979)
12, pp. 1°9-153; J. Lyon and Sloan, From natural history to the history ofnature: Readings from
Bujfon and his critics, Notre Dame and London, 1981; S]oan, 'Natural history, 1670-1802', in
R. C. Olby, G. N. Cantor, J. R. R. Christie, and M. J. S. Hodge, eds., Companion to the history
of modern science, London, 1990, pp. 295-313; Reill, 'History and the life sciences at the
beginning of the nineteenth century: Wilhelm von Humboldt and Leopold von Ranke', in
George Iggers and James M. Powell, eds. Leopold von Ranke and the shaping of the historical
discipline, Syracuse, 1990, pp. 21-35; for physics, Norton Wise, with the collaboration of
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as it applies to climate, from the literature on this subject. Historical think
ing, as it appeared in the late Enlightenment, exhibits four key characteris
tics: a sense of the flux of time; an appreciation of the uniqueness and
individuality of historical situations, and of their embeddedness in a particu
lar time and place or historical context; reliance on a considerable body of
concrete evidence; and a critical attitude towards that evidence. This defini
tion is not intended to be rigorous or exhaustive but to serve as a plausible
characterization of historical thinking or a historical approach. I will use
'history' and 'historical' in this sense.

History, then, is more than an account of the past; less obviously, per
haps, historical thinking requires more than an appreciation of change. Ac
knowledging change over time satisfies only the first of the above criteria, a
sense of the flux of time. This holds for historical thinking in science as well
as for history proper, as D. R. Oldroyd makes clear with regard to what he
calls 'genetic' theories of the earth. In these theories the earth (or the solar
system, or plant and animal species, ete.) changes according to universal
laws. Buffon's celebrated theory of the cooling earth is a typical of this kind
of thinking. Buffon proposed that the earth has been cooling from a very hot
original state according to the laws of physics; once the earth reached a
temperature low enough to admit life, the continually cooling climate sup
ported progressively smaller and less energetic life forms. Kant's nebular
hypothesis and Linnaeus' theory of the spread of plants with the gradual
reduction of the seas2 are likewise genetic. Because these theories base
change on general, universal, and constant laws, they miss the unique, the
individual in history. They are abstract and a priori and do not grow out of
the accumulation of concrete historical evidence) As for the study of the
human past (i.e., history loosely speaking), Meinecke pointed out that natu
ral law theory of the seventeenth century, rational and mechanical, denied
the individuality of the historical situation in a similar way.4

It is important to emphasize these points with regard to climate. A histori
cal approach to climate requires more than an interest in past climates, and
more than an awareness of climatic change. Speculation on climatic change
dates at least as far back as Theophrastus;5 if we look only for perception of

Crosbie Smith, 'Work and waste: political economy and natural philosophy in 19th-century
Brirain', History of science, (1989) 27, pp. 263-301, 391-449 and (1990) 28, pp. 221-61; cf. J.
Huizinga, 'Naturbild und Geschichrsbild im achrzehnten Jahrhunderr', in Huizinga, Parerga,
Basle, 1945, pp. 147-174.

Z For Linnaeus see James Larson, 'Nor wirhom a plan: geography and natural hisrory in rhe
late eighreenth century', Journal of the history of biology, (1986) 19, pp. 447-488.

J Oldroyd, op. cir. (1), 193,228. 4 Meinecke, op. cir. (1), 3-4.
5 Clarence Glacken, Traces on the Rhodian shore: Nature and culture in Western thought

from ancient times to the end of the eighteenth century, Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1967, 130.
See also Kennerh Thompson, 'Foresrs and c1imare change in America: some early views',
Climatic change, (1980) 3, pp. 47-64, on 47·
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climatic change, we shall find nothing new in the eighteenth century, In fact,
this study will begin with authors who argued, in an ahistorical fashion, in
favour of climatic change, and it will end with authors who, arguing more
historically, denied it. In examining their work one must keep in mind the
entire complex of factors contributing to a historical approach,

Let me turn now to the shifting meanings of 'climate' in the Enlighten
ment. At the beginning of the nineteenth century August Wilhelm
Lampadius, Professor of Chemistry and Mining at the Freiburg Mining
Academy, included in his textbook of meteorology a chapter on 'Climatol
ogy'. He was, to my knowledge, the first to use the word. Lampadius might
be said to have christened the discipline of climatology, which was then
being established by Alexander von Humboldt, Leopold von Buch, Joachim
von Schouw and others. (Von Buch and von Schouw will figure later in this
paper.) Lampadius' definition of 'climate', if not precise, sounds modern
enough: 'Climate in more recent times is almost always understood as the
weather of a place, that is, the character of its atmosphere', We may take
Lampadius at his word: the definition of climate was more or less estab
lished in its modern sense by the early nineteenth century.

If 'climate in more recent times' was 'almost always understood' in this
way, it had not been so in the previous century. As with many concepts of
Enlightenment natural philosophy, climate's definition was broad, impre
cise, and changeable,6 As our guide to its meanings let us take Diderot and
d'Alembert's Encyclopedie, which offers three definitions, According to the
lead definition, climate is a part or surface of the Earth, bounded by two
circles parallel to the Equator, and of such a breadth, as that the longest day
in the parallel closer to the Pole, exceeds the longest day in that next the
Equator by some certain space, viz. half an hour.7

Climates, then, were zones oflatitude. This definition dominated encyclo
paedias and the extensive meteorological literature of the period,8 It be-

6 For the broad and changeable definition of physics see John L. Heibron, 'Experimental
natural philosophy', in G. S. Rousseau and Roy Porter, eds., The ferment ofknowledge: Studies
in the historiography of eighteenth-century science, Cambridge, London and New York, 1980,
357-87, on 361 if., and Heilbron, Electricity in the [7th and [8th centuries: A study of early
modern physics, Berkeley, 1979, Ch. I.

7 Denis Diderot and Jean le Rond d' Alembert, eds., Encyclopedie ou dictionnaire raisontie des
sciences, des arts et des metiers, 35 vols., Stungart-Bad Cannstan, 1960; facsimile reprint of
1751-80 edn, s.v. 'Climat' (m, Paris, 1753), pp. 532-536, on 532. This definition is translated
from Ephraim Chambers' Cyclopedia; or, an universal dictionary of arts and science, 2 vols.,
London, 1728, whose language I have used here.

S It is either the only or the lead definition in John Harris's widely regarded Lexicon
technicum, 2 vols., London, 1704-10; Ephraim Chambers' Cyclopedia; or, an universal diction
ary of arts and science, 2 vols., London, 1728; Samuel Johnson's Dictionary of the English
language, 2 vols., London, 1755; and the Encyclopaedia britannica; or, a dictionary ofarts and
sciences, 1st edn, Edinburgh, 1771 through 4th edn, Edinburgh, 1810. For Enlightenment
meteorology see Theodore S. Feldman, 'Late Enlightenment meteorology', in Tore Frangsmyr,
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longed to the ancient tradition of mathematical geography; the earth's cli
mates had been calculated by Ptolemy.

The Encyclopedie's second definition ran as follows:

Vulgarly, the term 'climate' is bestowed on any country or region
differing from another, either in respect of the seasons, the quality of the
soil, or even the manners of the inhabitants; without any regard to the
length of the longest day.9

The best-known representative of this context was (and remains) 'the illus
trious author of the Spirit of the Laws', i.e. Montesquieu, whose theories the
article briefly summarized. ID But climate so understood also belonged to an
ancient tradition:

The most ancient physicians had observed the influence [of climate on
the passions, predilections and customs of a people] ; and considerations
of this type are such familiar topics to physicians, that if the author of
The spirit of the Laws had taken for granted that their doctrine on this
matter was quite widespread, he would have been able to content himself
with establishing that the laws, customs, and types of government of
each people are necessarily related to their passions, predilections, and
customs, without taking the trouble to determine the relation of those
passions, predilections and customs to ... climate. 1 1

The tradition alluded to grew out of the Hippocratic treatise Airs, waters
and pLaces, and ascribed the physical and mental character of a community
to its environment, including winds ('airs'), water sources ('waters'), soil,
vegetation, the orientation and location of habitations ('places'), sanitation,
diet, occupations, and so on. A neo-Hippocratic revival, inaugurated by the
physician Thomas Sydenham in the mid 1600s, continued strong throughout
the Enlightenment and generated considerable interest in climate and its
influence on culture. I2

]. L. Heibron and R. E. Rider, eds., The quantifying spirit in the eighteenth century, Berkeley,
1990, pp. 143-78.

9 Diderot and D'AJembert, op. cit. (7), lll, 5)2. The language again (rom Chambers.
10 Ibid., 534.
11 Ibid. Clarence Glacken agreed that Montesquieu was serving up 'dishes ... (rom old and

well-tested recipes'. Glacken, op. cit. (5), 576.
J2 See Genevieve Miller, '" Airs, waters, and places" in history', Journal of the history of

medicine, (1962) 17, pp. 129-4°; L.]. Jordanova, 'Earth science and environmental medicine:
the synthesis of the late Enlightenment', in Jordanova and Roy Porter, eds., Images of the earth,
Chal(ont St Giles, 1979, pp. 119-146; Frederick Sargent Il, Hippocratic heritage: a history of
ideas about weather and human health, New York, 1982; James C. Riley, 'The medicine of the
environment in eighteenth-century Germany', Clio medica, (1983) 18, pp. 167-178; Riley, The
eighteenth-century campaign to avoid disease, Houndmills and London, 1987; Riley, Sickness,
recovery and death: A history and forecast of ill health, Iowa City, 1989.
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The Encyclopedie's third definition emphasized another aspect of the
Hippocratic tradition, the relation of climate and disease:

Physicians consider climates simply according to the temperature or
degree of heat proper to them: climate, in this sense, is exactly synony
mous with temperature. 13

The definition continued with a discussion of climate's influence on health,
disease, and appropriate medical treatment. 14 This aspect of the Hippocratic
tradition constituted what has been called an 'environmental medicine' in the
eighteenth century I 5 and greatly stimulated the pursuit of meteorology and
medical topography (medical topography studied the relations of geography
and disease).

The encyclopaedias do not capture a fourth and last context of 'climate',
found in speculations on climates of the very ancient or geological past.
Buffon's theory has already been mentioned. In the early nineteenth cen
tury, geologists and botanists like Cuvier, Buckland, the Brongniarts, the
younger de Candolle, and Lyell used evidence offossil plants and animals to
support speculations on the climates in which they lived. 16 A related line of
thought contemplated climatic effects of alterations in the earth's orbit or the
sun's luminosity, or of heat loss from the earth into surrounding space.

These meanings and contexts helped shape the debate over the ancient
climate. During the eighteenth century several literary figures and historians
developed an increasingly historical approach to the ancient climate; their
work grew out of the Hippocratic tradition relating climate and culture. One
might expect natural philosophers and meteorologists to respond to their
pronouncements, but prior to 1800 they did not. In the 1770s meteorologists
began entirely separate investigations of past climates from a fundamentally
ahistorical point of view. Beginning around 1800 climatologists combined
earlier approaches, drawing on documentary, botanical, and meteorological
evidence and applying techniques of source criticism and philology bor
rowed from the emerging discipline of history. Not only can we say that
they thought historically about climates: in their work scientific and histori
cal techniques coalesce at times to such an extent as to obliterate the distinc
tion between science and history. By the 1830S a satisfactory consensus had
been reached on the question of the ancient climate.

One final point must be made before I follow these developments in some
detail. While the authors examined in this paper comprise coherent and
representative traditions, they by no means exhaust historical thinking about
climate. Besides speculations on geological climates, I have had to leave aside

I) Diderot and D'Alembert, op. cit. (7),534. 14 Ibid., 534-6.
'5 See works cited in ref. 12, esp. Jordanova; Glacken, op. cit. (5), Chs. 2,9.

16 Janet Browne, The secular ark: Studies in the history of biogeography, New Haven and
London, 1983, pp. 86-94; Laudan, op. cit. (I), pp. 171-8,210-16.
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an important debate over climatic effects of deforestation. I hope to present
a more complete analysis of this material in the future.

2. THE DEBATE OVER THE ANCIENT CLIMATE

Eighteenth-century views

The Abbe Dubos' Reflexions critiques sur la poesie et sur la peinture l7 won
for him election to the Academie Fran~aise, where he became perpetual
secretary, and a reputation as the founder of modern aesthetics. 18 In it he
took up a question from the controversy of the ancients versus the modems:
What are 'the illustrious centuries', 'the ages in which men of genius attain
the merit of which they are capable'; and why are they so ?19 He discovered
four ages of genius: 'that which commenced ten years before the reign of
Phi lip, father of Alexander the Great, that of Julius Caesar and Augustus,
and that of Julius the Second and Leo the Tenth, finally that of Louis the
Fourteenth'.20

Dubos found 'moral' causes - peace and prosperity, the patronage of
ruler and people, a strong artistic tradition - insufficient to explain the
clustering of genius and concluded that physical causes such as climate must
be responsible. Just as certain years are more favourable for the growth of
trees and plants, he argued, so they may be for the education of men. The
Earth's emanations, continually changing, alter the qualities of the air; the
air we breathe affects our blood, which nourishes our organs during growth
and development. And so 'the human machine is not less dependent on the
qualities of the air, and on the variations of those qualities, than a country'.
'Thus', he concluded, 'certain generations in France are more spiritual than
other generations'.'1

This argument has obvious affinities to the Hippocratic tradition relating
climate and culture. But as Clarence Glacken pointed out, theories of envi
ronmental influence on culture are typically unable to account for cultural
change, since the environment is more or less static." Earlier authors did not
hesitate to bring this up, objecting that if climate is to be held responsible for
the flowering of the arts, why for example do present-day Greece and Italy
fall short of their ancient stature? Dubos had recourse to an altered environ
ment: 'the air of Rome ... has greatly changed'. 'Pestilential exhalations'
from neglected sewers and swamps and from recently excavated mines have

'7 7th edn, 3 vols., Paris, 1770; reprinted Geneva, 1967. The first edition appeared in 1719.
18 Armin Hajman Koller, The Abbe du Bos - his advocacy of the theory of climate: ,<\

precursor ofJohann Gottfried Herder, Champaign, IL, 1937,2-3.
'9 Dubos, op. cit. (17), 1,134,115. 20 ~oted in Koller, op. cit. (18), 26.
21 Dubos, op. cit. (17), I, 250-255. 22 Glacken, op. cit. (5),1°9.
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warmed the Roman climate. Dubos found evidence for climatic change in
ancient literary sources. The Annals of Rome report a violently cold winter
480 years after the foundation of the city that froze the Tiber and kept snow
on the ground for 40 days. Juvenal and Horace wrote of snow, ice, and a
frozen Tiber as common occurrences. Nowadays the river doesn't freeze
any more than the Nile at Cairo, and it is a hard Roman winter when the
snow remains on the ground for two days. 'We would be better informed,
if the ancients had possessed thermometers; but their authors ... tell us
enough to convince us that the Roman winters then were more rigorous than
they are today'.23

On the face of it this discussion is historical. The question Dubos ad
dresses - the clustering of genius - seems a historical question. He uses
ancient sources, argues for climatic change over time, and ties change to
historical causes like the breakdown ofRoman sanitation. On the other hand
what the modern ear perceives as the quaintness of Dubos' argument arises
largely from its ahistorical character. His theory is mechanical: the Earth's
emanations affect (in an unspecified way) 'the human machine'. As mechani
cal, the theory is general and universal and cannot comprehend the indi
vidual and unique in history. The modern sensibility also detects a
discontinuity in Dubos' theory, which jumps from the physical (emana
tions) to the physiological (blood and organs) and the psychological (gen
ius). One senses the absence of that continuous and ramified net of effects
and causes that characterizes modern historical explanation and that, in this
case, would spread from climate to agriculture, economy, government, and
perhaps finally to culture, art, and genius. More simply put, Dubos does not
embed climate in its historical context.

Dubos' remarks were taken up by several literary figures over the course
of the century. David Hume and Edward Gibbon quoted him approvingly.
Hume did so in his well-known essay 'On the populousness of ancient
nations', which also belonged to the debate of the ancients and modems 
for those favouring the ancients argued that the older civilization supported
a greater population than modern nations. 24 Hume attacked one of their
arguments in particular. The Earth, they believed,

must ... have its infancy, youth, manhood, and old age.... In the
flourishing age of the world, it may be expected, that the human species
should possess greater vigour both of mind and body, more prosperous
health, higher spirits, longer life, and a stronger inclination and power of
generation. 25

1) Dubos, op. cit. (17), 297-9.
'4 David Hume, 'Of the populousness of ancient nations', Essay 11 of Hume, Essays moral,

political, and literary (ed. Eugene F. Miller), Indianapolis, 1985, Part JJ (first published 1752),
377-464. er. Glacken. op. cit. (5), 629-3°.

25 Hume, op. cit. (24). The notion of the ageing and decline of the Earth was almost a century
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From the greater 'power of generation' derived the supposedly greater
populations of ancient nations.

This widely-adopted theory (perhaps 'metaphor' would be better) has
strong genetic elements: it admits development and progression but con
ceives them as universal law. In arguing against this position Hume adopted
a more historical approach. He rejected what he called 'general physical
causes', such as the ageing of the Earth, in favour of 'particular physical
causes', among which he included disease and climatic change.'6 Now 'gen
eral' in eighteenth-century natural philosophy denoted 'universal', 'lawlike',
'mathematical', while 'particular' referred to the individual, the concrete,
whatever was accessible only through empirical research. 27 'Particular physi
cal causes' were therefore closer to what we would recognize as historical
contingencies than 'general physical causes'. In favouring them Hume was
thinking more historically about the past.

Hume agreed with Dubos that the climate had warmed since ancient
times. 'Who could discover the mild climate of[modern] France in Diodorus
Siculus's description of that of Gaul ?' Or the Black Sea climate from avid,
who in exile there complained of conditions 'scarcely experienced at present
in [St] Petersburgh or Stockholm?' Petronius uses 'colder than a Gallic
winter' as a proverbial expression; Aristotle reports that 'Gaul is so cold a
climate that an ass could not live in it'.28 Now Dubos used historical sources,
but not many; he appears to rely on anecdotal material rather than on the
'painstaking accumulation' of evidence, as Oldroyd put it.'9 On the other
hand, Hume's method of estimating ancient populations, which a modern
scholar has called 'epoch-making', involved exhaustive accumulation and
careful analysis of ancient sources.3° Applying this method to climate, Hume
accumulated a considerable body of source material. His inference from
climate to population seems less stretched to us than Dubos' from climate to
genius. His preference for the particular over the general, his multiplication
of sources, and the connection between climate and population, while not
worked out in detail, begin to weave that net that embeds climate in its
historical context.

Edward Gibbon gave the ancient climate more summary consideration
than Dubos or Hume. He warned that

old by this time and had been set forth by Burnet in his Sacred theory of the earth (1680). See
Paolo Rossi, The dark abyss of time: The history of the earth and the history of nations from
Hooke to Vico (tr. Lydia G. Cochrane), Chicago, 1984,36-7.

,6 Hume, op. cit. (24), 378-379.
'7 cr Diderot and d'Alembert, op. cit. (7), I (1751), 'Systeme figure des connaissances

humaines'; for 'general' and 'particular' as applied to physics see Heilbron, Electricity (6), 9.
,8 Hume, op. cir. (24), 449-51. 29 Oldroyd, op. cir. (I), 207.
)0 P. A. BrunI, Italian manpower, Oxford, 1971, 11-12, quoted in Hume, op. cit. (24)' 378

9 n. 2. According to BrunI, Hume's method remains today the only one allowing a reasonable
judgement of Italy's ancient population.
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the general complaints [in ancient times] of intense frost and eternal
winter are perhaps little to be regarded, since we have no method of
reducing to the accurate standard of the thermometer the feelings of the
expressions of an orator born in the happier regions of Greece or Asia.

In support of Hume and Dubos, however, he added evidence 'of a less
equivocal nature', citing half a dozen ancient authors on the frequent freez
ing of the Danube and Rhine rivers. The barbarians, who favoured winter
campaigns, transported across the rivers

their numerous armies, their cavalry, and their heavy wagons, over a vast
and solid bridge of ice. Modern ages have not presented an instance of a
like phenomenon.

And he mentioned Caesar's report of the reindeer thriving in Germany and
Poland, while today, according to Buffon, 'he cannot subsist ... in any
country to the south of the Baltic')! There are just hints here of a critical
attitude towards the ancient sources and of biogeographical considerations,
which would become important components of the nineteenth-century ap
proach to the ancient climate.

The remarks of Dubos, Hume, and Gibbon constitute what might be
considered a literary context for eighteenth-century discussions of the an
cient climate. I want now to turn to a meteorological context. Recall that
meteorologists used 'climate' in the mathematical way as a synonym for
latitude or latitude zone. Under this definition climates, as fixed zones of the
Earth, could have no history. It is not surprising, then, that few meteorolo
gists investigated climatic change. In fact, for most of the century they did
not investigate climate at all. The chief goal of Enlightenment meteorology
was to discover weather patterns on which to base predictions of local
weather or, in the case of environmental medicine, to discern correlations
between the weather and particular diseasesY These goals lay far from the
description of climates. But if climate and climatic change were not objects
of their intense scrutiny, meteorologists nevertheless began in the last third
of the century to investigate past weather.

As in our own time, the late eighteenth century combined clirnatological
and political disasters. The Seven Years' War, with its legacy of destruction,
had no sooner ended than a decade and more of cold, wet summers and bad
harvests struck Europe. 33 The winter of 1776 was the coldest in the century;

)1 Edward Gibbon, The history of the decline and fall of the Roman Empire, 6 vols., New
York, 1902, I, eh. 9, 488-9.

J' ef. Feldman, op. cit. (8). 'Meteorologist' may seem obscure and anachronistic. But in fact,
meteorology was a recognized subject that attracted considerable interest in the Enlightenment,
and those who engaged in it called themselves 'meteorologists'.

)) Emmanuelle Roy Ladurie, Times offeast, times of famine: A history of climate since the
year 1000, (tr. Barbara Bray), New York, 1971,60.
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a severe winter in 1788 followed a July hailstorm that destroyed half the
grain crop of France,34 These disasters helped bring on the French revolu
tion the following year.

Amidst the general malaise natural philosophers turned to the past to find
whether times were really growing worse. During the winter of 1776 the
Academie Royale des Sciences at Paris established a commission to compare
the winter with the coldest recorded winter to date, that of 1709. Charles
Messier, a member of the Academy more famous for his catalogue of nebu
lae, studied incidents of the freezing of the Seine and reports of cold winters
dating back to 1392)5 They both carried out exacting comparisons of old
and new thermometers, and the commission came out with a recommenda
tion for thermometer reform, which the Academy later undertook. Other
meteorological disasters of the century's end stimulated similar efforts)6

The comparisons of thermometers and the thermometer reform belonged
to an important movement of contemporary natural philosophy, which may
be called 'exact experimental physics')7 Its practitioners designed precise
instruments, took extensive precautions to insure that they rendered accu
rate readings, and employed them in systematic and exhaustive measure
ment. These techniques were regarded as revolutionary.

They were also closely related to history. Comparisons of instruments,
instrument reform, and precautions taken to insure accuracy amount to
criticism of the sources for natural philosophy, which parallels source criti
cism in history. In fact exact experimental physics adopted a highly critical
attitude in general towards instruments and the data they provided. Its
emphasis on exhaustive and systematic collection of data likewise has a clear
parallel in the discipline of history. Its application to the past heightens the
analogy.

This promising analogy, on the other hand, does not diminish the funda
mentally ahistorical character of late Enlightenment meteorology. This can
best be seen in another meteorological inquiry, the quest for a lunar influ-

l4 Robert D. Harris, Necker and the revolution of l789, Lanham, MD, New York and
London, 1986, 273; Michelle Vovelle, The fall of the French monarchy, 1787-l792 (tr. Susan
Burke), Cambridge, 1984, 86.

35 Etienne Bezout, Antoine Lavoisier, and Charles Vandermonde, 'Experiences faites par
]'ordre de j'Academie, sur le froid de 1776', Academie Royale des Sciences, Paris, Memoires
1777, 5°5-26; Charles Messier, 'Memoire sur le froid extraordinaire', ibid. 1776, 1-555.

16 For example, Messier, 'Observations sur les grandes chaleurs, la secheresse et la diminu
tion des eaux de la Seine, it Paris, pendant les mois de juillet et aout 1793, comparees aux
chaleurs observees Jes annees precedentes, it compter de 1753', Memoires de l'Institut, An XI 4,
pp. 501-564; Jacques-Dominique Cassini, 'Recherches sur les plus grands chaleurs qui ont eu
lieu it Paris, depuis 1682 jusqu'en 1794', ibid., pp. 338-362.

37 Theodore S. Feldman, 'Applied mathematics and the quantification of experimental phys
ics: the example of barometric hypsometry', Historical studies in the physical sciences, (1985) 15,
pp. 127-97, esp. 149-77; Feldman, 'Late Enlightenment meteorology' (8), 156-8; Heilbron,
Electricity (6),73-83.
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ence on the weather. Natural philosophers proposed to test this ancient
doctrine by correlating weather observations against the moon's motion.
Giuseppe Toaldo, Professor of Astronomy and Meteorology at the Univer
sity of Padua, was the foremost proponent of this line of research. He
discovered correlations between recurring weather patterns and numerous
lunar cycles, among which the most important was the 19-year synodic
period. (Thf synodic period is the interval after which the moon returns to
the same p. ltion of its orbit on the same day of the year; it is the least
common multiple, so to speak, of the solar and lunar years.) Toaldo com
piled chronologies of bad weather spells dating back to ancient times. In
every case he confirmed that weather disasters returned after 19-year or
other cycles.3 8

This work illustrates the tenacity of meteorologists' interest in weather
patterns and correlations. Unlike the investigations of Dubos, Hume, and
Gibbon, it lacks even the sense of the flux of time. Searching the past for
correlations, meteorologists found sameness rather than change: similar
weather from earlier periods which they compared with their own. Time for
them did not generate change; it was not progressive or directional. Nor was
it continuous: rather, it was punctuated by similar or identical weather
events occurring at regular intervals. This holds not only for Toaldo's theo
ries but for the Paris academicians' and other investigations of past climates
as well.

Nineteenth-century views

The eighteenth-century literary and meteorological traditions had no con
tact with each other and were pursued by individuals in entirely different
professions. While the literary group adopted an increasingly historical ap
proach to the ancient climate, the meteorologists examined past weather in
an ahistorical fashion. In the nineteenth century these two traditions com
bined with each other and with other interests, particularly paleobotany and
plant geography. This cross-fertilization of traditions is reflected in the ca
reers of the individuals involved, especially in the first of them, Noah
Webster.

Though best known as a lexicographer, Webster's literary activity ranged
across journalism, politics, and historical editing. His edition of John
Winthrop's Journal is considered a pioneering example of scholarly
historical publication, while his lexicography involved him in philology,
a subject closely connected with the emergence of history. Webster also
pursued interests in meteorology and environmental medicine. Experiments

;8 Giuseppe Toaldo, 'Discorso sopra l'anno 1776', Giornale astro-meteorologici I, 131-72;
'Sopra la lunga siccita dell'inverno 1779', ibid., 2, 3-45; 'Della caretia del 1782, e 83', ibid.,

13 1-53.
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respecting dew (r 8°9) took up a popular meteorological subject.3 9 His Brief
history of epidemic and pestilential diseases, which became a standard in its
field (and which is anything but brief), adopted a historical approach to the
Hippocratic theory of disease. In it Webster searched ancient sources ex
haustively for support for environmental rather than contagious causes of
endemic and epidemic disease. 40 Webster's career, then, combined literary,
historical, meteorological and medical interests.

This union of interests and approaches also appears in his paper on ancient
climate, 'On the supposed change in the temperature of winter' (r806).4 1 'It
is a popular opinion', he wrote,

that the temperature of the winter season, in northern latitudes, has
suffered a material change, and become warmer in modern, than it was
in ancient times ... indeed I know not whether any person, in this age,
has ever questioned the factY

Among those who had not questioned the fact Webster cited Dubos, Hume,
Gibbon, and several American writers. His citation of the first three helps to
establish the coherence of the literary tradition on the ancient climate; the
Americans speculated on the response of climate to deforestation.

Webster cast a critical eye on the sources for the ancient climate. Reports
of severe winters, he pointed out, represent exceptional rather than normal
weather; 'any man ... who attends to the descriptions of them in the original
authors' will be convinced of this.43 And the Latin sources of these reports,
like Virgil's Georgics, describe mountainous regions. Furthermore, modern
thermometers located in cities like Rome give artificially warm readings. As
for Gibbon's remark that modern armies never cross frozen rivers, this is
'contrary to all historical evidence, and even to facts which took place during
that author's life'. Webster listed half a dozen recent winters in which Euro
pean rivers had frozen solid.44

Turning to the biblical climate, Webster addressed references to snow, ice,
and other wintry meteors, found especially in the Book ofJob. To these he
applied philological considerations, borrowing from authors like Sir William
Jones, who were using textual analysis to understand historical cultures.
Jones' research on the language ofJob suggested Arabian authorship and a
setting in Uz, near Chaldea in Arabia Deserta. Taking into account the
precession of the equinox, Webster found that the timing and character of

}9 I have not been able to examine this work.
4° Noah Webster, A Brief history o{ epidemic and pestilential diseases, Hartford, CT, 1799;

DAB, s.v. 'Webster, Noah'.
4' Noah Webster, 'Dissertation on the supposed change of temperature in modern winters',

[1799; revised, 1806] in Webster, A collection o{papers on political, literary and moral subjects,
New York and Boston, 1843, pp. 119-162. 4 2 Ibid., 119.

4} Ibid .• 126. 44 Ibid., 13I-2. 135.
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the spring rains mentioned in the book confirmed that location. One cannot
therefore draw conclusions from the book, as had been done, about the
ancient climate of Egypt and Palestine. Finally, Webster questioned the
intent of Job - whether it 'describes a series of facts or is a species of
dramatic composition, intended to represent the vicissitudes of life, and the
human passions'.45

'But the most positive evidence' against climatic change Webster found in
plant geography. Hume and others had used ancient reports that the grape
did not mature north of the Cevennes mountains in southern France as
evidence for climatic warming. Webster criticised their sources: ancient au
thors could not specify the variety of grape planted, which may have differed
from today's, or the Romans may have tried to propagate an Italian variety
in France. The olive and fig also grew in ancient Italy; pomegranates, olives
and figs grew in ancient Palestine. 'We know precisely the degree of heat
necessary to bring [these fruits] to perfection; that is a climate as mild as
South Carolina and Georgia'.46 Finally, the olive-growing regions listed by
Strabo and by Arthur Young were identical. 'I am willing to rest the whole
argument on this fact.... I do not find, in history, any evidence that a change
of climate generally has carried any of the delicate fruits into latitudes where
they did not thrive in the earliest ages' .47

There are a number of important elements in this essay: source criticism
and philology, plant geography, calculations of the precession of the equi
nox, and considerations of thermometer exposure. Taken together, they
represent a union of methods of natural philosophy and the emerging disci
pline of history. And in his attention to the setting of ancient literature and
considerations of ancient plants, spring rains, harvest times and more,
Webster continued the work begun by Hume of filling in the context of the
ancient climate.

Webster had complained that after a few mild eighteenth-century winters
'all the world cried out, what a change of climate.'48 Leopold von Buch
found them crying even in the Norwegian hinterland. Von Buch is best
known today as a geologist. But in the early decades of his career he com
bined a wide range of interests.49 With his colleague and friend Alexander
von Humboldt he helped found what Humboldt called 'physique
generale''>o Physique generaLe was an 'alliance of the physical sciences' that
'permits us now to treat together parts of physical geography that were

45 Webster, op. cit. (41), 120-1. 46 Ibid., 123.

47 Ibid., 133-4. 48 Ibid., 136, 1i8.
49 J. Ewald, 'Leopold von Buch's Leben und Wirken bis zum Jahre 1806', in Leopold von

Buch, Gesammelte Schriften (ed. J. Ewald, J. Roth, and H. Eck), 4 vols., Berlin, 1867-1885, I,

pp. v-xlviii, esp. p. x.
5° Ibid.; Joachim von Schouw, Tableau du climat et de la vegetation de l'lt.,lie, Copenhagen,

1839, vii; Ludwig Kimrz, Lehrbuch der Meteorologie, 3 vols., Halle, 1831-1836, pp. ix-x.
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separated in earlier times';5 1 it encompassed meteorology and climatology,
geology, and biogeography and was another offspring of the cross-fertiliza
tion of disciplines. Von Buch's contributions to the field reflect this combi
nation of approaches. 'Bemerkungen uber das Klima der canarischen Inseln'
investigated trade winds and their influence on plant geography and tem
perature distribution; 'Uber die Grenze des ewigen Schnees im Norden'
applied plant geography, especially with relation to height, to the study of
the snow-line; and 'Uber die subtropische Zone' developed a climatological
and plant-geographical definition of the subtropical regionY

Von Buch was also interested in history. In his Reise durch Norwegen 53 he
kept a constant focus on the relations among history, economy, plant geog
raphy and, sometimes, climate. For example, he ascribed the lack of forest
cover and the desolation of the Arctic Norwegian coasts to their long winter,
dreary summer and low mean annual and summer temperatures. As a result
the coasts and countless islands can support no agriculture or forestry; the
only industry there is the herring fishery. He described the economic history
of the region and reported that the herring have recently left the area.5 4

Linking in this way climate, forest cover, and economy von Buch embedded
climate in its historical setting.

Von Buch found Norwegians unanimous in their belief that the climate
had recently altered. Norwegian summers have grown cooler, they reported,
the winters not as cold but longer. Earlier, there was no spring in the North,
only winter and summer; now spring arrives, but at the time that one used
to expect summer. The sowing time, older people told him, is 8 to 14 days
later than in their youth. Fruit used to be grown at Drontheim but is no
longer. In the mountains small glaciers have appeared and are growing, and
mountain peaks formerly free of snow are covered year round. Many feared
this trend would culminate in the disappearance of summer altogether, so
that the North would experience only one season, similar to March in Ger
many, and quite unfavourable to agriculture.5 5

Von Buch, however, rejected the possibility of a permanent change of
climate. Climate is variable, he argued, and the present alteration will likely
soon reverse itself. He searched the Norwegian Heimskringla, a thirteenth
century collection of sagas, for evidence. There were years in the Middle
Ages when the snow covered the countryside well into summer, but the
good years eventually returned. And so they will now. Several decades ago

jI Von Schouw, op. cit. (50), vii.
5' LeopoJd von Buch, 'Einige Bemerkungen liber das Klima der canarischen InseJn',

Preussische Akademie der Wissenschaften, Berlin, Abhandlungen, physische Klasse, 1820-1821,
pp. 1°5-120; 'Ober die Grenze des ewigen Schnees im Norden', Gesammelte Werke (49),11, pp.
716-45; 'Ober die subtropische Zone' (1829), ibid., rv, pp. 100;-8.

5) Leopold von Buch, Reise durch Norwegen, Berlin, 1810.

H Ibid., ;14-28. 55 Ibid., ;6;-4'
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Peter Kalm reported his conversation with an old man who told of a much
longer growing season than in his youth; now the growing time had short
ened again. The changes were cyclical; the Earth's temperature was not
gradually cooling, as some claimed. Where, von Buch asked, did oaks and
beeches once grow but now grew no longer? Or firs and spruce? There was
no evidence that the mean temperature anywhere on Earth had fallen even
half a degree.5 6

Von Buch combined evidence from medieval sources and from the wide
range of subjects encompassed in physique generate: seasons and sowing
times, fruit culture, plant distribution, glaciers and the snow line. He set
climate in its historical and economic context. And though he denied that
change had occurred (and we have seen that this is not essential to a histori
cal view), there is a clear sense of progression in his remarks on the appear
ance and growth of glaciers and on the possibility of gradual climatic change
culminating in an altered state of the seasonsY

Like von Buch, ]oachim von Schouw (1789-1852), Professor of Botany at
the University of Copenhagen and Director of the Royal Danish Botanical
Garden, incorporated history in physique generate. He consciously mod
elled his method after that of Humboldt, von Buch, and other founders of
the discipline, among whom he should be numbered. 'Equally distin
guished', according to Fran~ois Arago, in botany and meteorology,5 8 he
helped establish plant geography and climatology. His Grundzuge einer
allgemeinen Pjlanzengeographie,59 composed shortly after Humboldt's fa
mous paper on isotherms, was the first systematic treatise in both sciences,
whose interdependence he repeatedly emphasized.

Von Schouw published several pieces on the ancient climate and planned
but did not complete two books on climate history.60 He was sceptical
towards claims of climatic change. 'Fewer scientific problems are so often
discussed yet so rarely decided by proofs, as whether climatic relations have

56 Ibid., 365-7°. As this discussion suggests, the debate over climatic change was complex,
and there was no agreement on the direction of a supposed change. Norwegians believed that
the climate was growing cooler, an alteration both more recent and opposite in direction to that
favoured by Dubos, Hume, and Gibbon. On the other hand, both groups believed that winters
were warming. Although von Buch does not directly engage in the debate over the ancient
climate, his discussion is related to it via the issue of winter warming.

57 On might expect von Buch, as geologist, to take up the question of geological climates. I
have not found that he did.

58 Fran~ois Arago, 'Sur l'etat thermometrique du globe terrestre', France, Bureau des
Longitudes, Annuaire du Bureau des Longitudes [834, pp. 171-24°, on 204·

59 Joachim von Schouw, Grundziige einer allgemeinen Pflanzengeographie, (tr. by the au
thor), Berlin, 1823.

60 These were to be enlargements of van Schouw, op. cit. (50) and a memoir originally in
Danish and published in English as 'On the supposed change in the meteorological condition
of the different parts of the earth during the historical period', Edinburgh Journal of Science,
(1828) 8, pp. 311-26.
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changed over time'. He criticized participants in the debate for speculating
on causes (i.e., general laws) rather than collecting facts and examining them
critically. When they did discuss facts, he complained, they failed to distin
guish among regional climates or periods of history.61 In rectifying these
faults von Schouw cast a finer historical net over the climate of the past.

Von Schouw distinguished two historical periods: a 'meteorological pe
riod', for which thermometric observations were available, and a 'historical
period', for which one had to rely on general historical accounts. To the
records of Denmark's 'meteorological period' von Schouw applied the full
range of exact experimental criticism, including discussions of instrument
comparability and exposure, tables of corrections for variable times of ob
servation, and a survey of methods for calculating mean temperatures. He
found no evidence for 'the seemingly universally accepted theory that the
winters have grown milder, the summers cooler'.62

For the Danish historical period von Schouw insisted on 'a complete,
exact and critical study' of the sources. The I Ith-century chronicler Adam
of Bremen had called north Jutland a wasteland, leading many to conclude
that Adam's climate was colder than theirs. But Adam excepted rivers and
lake shores, and elsewhere he called Jutland and Sweden fruitful. The waste
therefore resulted not from low temperatures but from lack of cultivation.
Other chroniclers from the 14th to the 18th century reported crossings of
the frozen Baltic from the German coast to Jutland and Sweden. But these
authors were not independent; they often copied each other or reported
hearsay. And of course the 'winter the likes of which no one had ever lived
through' was rare; such winters do not make a climate. Yet after all the
Baltic did seem to have frozen more frequently in the past, and von Schouw
was forced to admit a harsher winter climate during what we now recognize
as the Little Ice Age. 63

Turning to the ancient climate, von Schouw perhaps echoed Dubos: al
though no 'artificial thermometer and hygrometer did exist, yet a number of
relations and phenomena are known, which, like a kind of natural thermom
eter and hygrometer, lead more or less to ascertain the climateric relations'.
These phenomena included plant and animal distribution; agricultural prac
tices; snow fall, snow line, and the freezing of lakes, rivers, and seas; and
aspects of culture like clothing and home heating that vary with climatic
warmth. 64

As a botanist von Schouw was especially interested in plant distribution.
He emphasized the importance of the polar and equatorial limits of species

61 Von Schouw, 'Ober die vermeimliche Veranderung del' c1imatischen Verhaltnisse
Danemarks und del' benachbarten Lander und iiber die Periodicitat diesel' Verhaltnisse',
Hertha, (1827) 10, pp. 307-53 (Excerpted from his Skildring af Veirligets Tilstand i Danmark,
Copenhagen, 1826), on 307-8. 62 Ibid., 3°8-319, 328. 6) Ibid., 319-26.

64 Von Schouw, 'Supposed changes in the meteorological constitution' (60), 311-12.
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for resolving the question of the ancient climate. If a plant grew in a region
in ancient times and now has its polar limit there (i.e., it grows no farther
north, or no cooler), then the climate has not become warmer; if it has its
equatorial limit there (i.e., it grows no closer to the equator, or no warmer),
then the climate has not grown cooler. If, of two ancient plants, one now has
its polar, the other its equatorial limit there, the climate has remained con
stant; 'knowing the mean temperature for this limit, we should be able to
ascertain almost with certainty the mean temperature which that region had
about 2000 years ago'.6 5

For evidence of ancient plant distribution von Schouw exploited numis
matic and archaeological as well as literary materials: drawings on coins and
gems, paintings in the Roman baths, in the caves of Elytheia, and at
Herculaneum and Pompeii, and sculptures at the Vatican, at Pompeii, and in
Egypt. As before he insisted on 'the most rigorous criticism'. For example,
the ancients were not careful in describing plants; smaller parts, now consid
ered essential in determining species, were 'utterly unknown to them'. Spe
cies may have disappeared because of changing patterns of cultivation rather
than climatic change; the same applies to varying harvest times. And when
collecting literary evidence of hard weather in ancient times, 'great allowance
must be made for the weakness of human memory'.66

Following these methods von Schouw built a compelling argument against
climatic change. From Biblical, numismatic and literary evidence he deter
mined that the date palm was common in ancient Palestine. Since the date's
polar limit lies at 2 1°C, the ancient climate could not have been colder than
that. On the other hand the equatorial limit of the grape is 2 I ° or 22°C.

Therefore the mean temperature of Jerusalem in antiquity was 21 °C to
within a degree. Its modern temperature was the same. The cultivation in
ancient Palestine of wheat, which cannot grow in climates hotter than 24°
25 0, the coincidence of ancient and modern harvest times, and the need for
artificial heat argued for a constant climate over the centuries.67 Von Schouw
obtained similar results for the climates of Egypt, Arabia, and India. Later he
concluded:

The same Nature which surrounds us, also surrounded our Pagan fore
fathers thousands of years ago; ... that Nature (material Nature) has
remained unchanged, or been but little altered, while the human race,
both as a whole and also the individual races, have undergone such great
change.68

This passage, with its juxtaposition of nature and human history, is typical
of his thinking about climate.

65 Ibid',313- 14' 66 Ibid" 312-14. 67 Ibid" 31 6-[7,
68 Von Schouw, The earth, plants and man: Popular pictures of nature (ed, and If. Arrhur

Hen{rey), London, 1859, 15-16,
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Von Schouw's investigation employed the fuli range of scientific and his
torical techniques surveyed in this paper. In his work science and history
were very closely allied, as when for Denmark's 'meteorological' period he
borrowed from science the name for a historical period. In a similar way, the
distinction between philology and plant geography blurred when he probed
the meanings of Theophrastus' phegos and Pliny's fagus. The two ancient
naturalists reported these plants growing on the plains of Greece and Italy.
Von Schouw decided that they were neither the same tree, as had been
supposed, nor the beech, which modern Greeks called oxua. He concluded
that the beech, which favours cooler temperatures, did not grow on the
ancient Greek and Italian plains, and, once again, the ancient climate had not
been cooler than his own.69

By the middle of the 19th century most climatologists agreed on the
constancy of climate since ancient times. Their work was only part of the
rise of historical thinking about climate. The whole story must take into
account theories of climate's relation to geological history, to the origin and
distribution of species, and to the history of the human races. These topics
remain objects for future investigation.

69 Ibid., 32 0-22.
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